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Editorial

On Services in the Real World

Today’s business environment is a much tougher place than it was just four years ago. 
One way to characterize today’s world is that IT decisions are taken in exactly the same 
manner as all other business decisions – on straightforward cost/benefit assessment. 
Use of technology for its own sake is a luxury that few can afford any more.

Our early work on Services, documented in the original Web Services Pattern Catalog 
and other reports, prompted some members to suggest that we were envisaging a 
world so far removed from reality to be academic. It’s true that in some early work 
we didn’t restrain our thinking; we set out to explore the real potential of the service 
concept and identified generic applications of the technology without concern for 
immediate practicality. However the reason that we undertook this research and 
identified interesting new application patterns was because we believed strongly 
that these would enable radical improvements in business practice.

Today we are starting to see the realization of many of those early ideas, and what’s 
really interesting is to see considerable adoption of service architectures in the area 
of business governance.

Post Enron and other high profile business failures, governments have acted with 
commendable speed to put in place regulatory frameworks which are having a 
dramatic impact on business management practices. Everyone will have heard 
about Sarbanes-Oxley, but perhaps less well known is that similar regulations are 
coming into force for non US companies, both in terms of their business dealings in 
the US, as well as local legislation.

The impact of regulatory compliance is hard to overestimate. It affects business 
operations in many ways that require a depth and integrity of audit trail that 
reaches deep into not just accounting systems, but into transaction systems, email, 
document management, messaging and security systems. And the compelling 
nature of compliance is unarguable because executive officers are required to sign 
the accounts and are criminally liable for any inaccuracy.

There is only one way to respond to this level of requirement – by automation. 
But the extent and impact of changes required potentially reach deep into existing 
applications and infrastructure, and we have noted some commentators comparing 
regulatory compliance as being a much bigger problem than Y2K! And it’s not going 
away next year – it’s with us forever.

By strange chance the services architecture contains much to parallel the 
regulatory compliance requirements. For example non invasive interop, logging, 
automated service management, monitoring and exception management come 
as part of the deal. So it’s no surprise that we are seeing interest in using Web 
Services and SOA technologies and concepts in solving this issue. If your company 
was taking a relaxed attitude to SOA and Web Services technologies, things are 
about to change.

David Sprott CBDI, April 2004

Regulatory 
compliance is 
a much bigger 

problem than Y2K!

www.cbdiforum.com
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Sarbanes-Oxley Drives 
Web Services Adoption

Compliance is currently a major trigger for IT development. US 
companies are required to overhaul their management information 
and control systems to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and 
banks around the world are facing the demands of Basel 2. Non-US 
companies are also looking at Sarbanes-Oxley compliance – partly 
to ensure that their own US operations comply with US regulations, 
and because similar regulations are being introduced elsewhere in 
the world.

Faced with widespread change to their systems portfolios 
companies with Sarbanes-Oxley and Basel 2 requirements are 
turning to Web Services and related technologies which minimize 
invasive actions and enable monitoring and management systems.

Introduction
In the past few years, the level of public trust in accounts and accountants 
has been severely damaged. Some executives have evidently stolen from their 
shareholders for years, without any demur from the auditors. Other accounts 
have had to be restated, thanks to gross systemic error. Papers and reputations 
have been shredded, executives have been jailed or disgraced, large firms have 
collapsed, and stock markets around the world have taken a cold bath.

There are undoubtedly many accountants and auditors who perform a 
dedicated and thorough job, carefully checking the accounts of their clients, 
and investigating inconsistencies and anomalies; but it has become apparent 
that the traditional auditing system is no longer able to deliver adequate 
guarantees of reliability and honesty in corporate accounts.

Part of the problem is the sheer complexity of corporate accounting 
dataflows. Let’s suppose your accounts are based on data output from one 
or more ERP packages, and exported into Excel for the final consolidation. 
Mix in some data from a few dozen legacy systems, sprinkle with currency 
conversion and actuarial calculations, and bake in a hot spreadsheet for a 
manic Year-End panic. Mistakes are inevitable, and not even the smartest 
auditor has much chance of spotting them. Cynical executives and conniving 
accountants may deliberately cook the books, but even honest executives 
cannot guarantee the results.

By Richard Veryard
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Sarbanes-Oxley
There are several sections of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
that have relevance for IT, but for our purposes we can 
focus on 302, 404 and 409.

The deadline for US firms to comply with Section 404 
has recently been postponed from June 2004 back to 
November 2004. (Non-US firms have a little longer.)

The US Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX1The US Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX1The US Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX ) mandates 
what is effectively a systems engineering solution to this 
problem. Reliability is achieved not by human oversight 
alone, but by a set of information and control systems 
that ensures information quality and management 
accountability. Executive officers are required to sign 
the accounts and are criminally liable for any inaccuracy. 
The act also mandates “real-time” disclosure of any 
material events.

IT Response to Sarbanes-Oxley
Compliance with the act typically demands a sweeping 
overhaul of a company’s IT systems and how they 
interoperate. After a couple of lean years, many IT 
vendors have grasped Sarbanes-Oxley with delight. This 
is Y2K with whipped cream and chopped nuts on top. 
Vendor websites are full of vague but sweeping claims 

about how their products can help achieve Sarbanes-
Oxley compliance and keep the executives out of jail.

Not surprisingly, many of the vendors present Sarbanes-
Oxley in a way that benefits their own products. One 
vendor publishes a white paper that presents SOX 
primarily as a security problem, while the next vendor 
presents it exclusively as a workflow problem. Reading 
these vendors’ different “solutions”, it is sometimes hard 
to see how they might fit together to solve the same 
basic requirement.

Furthermore, many of the vendors appear to be talking 
theoretically, about how their products might help to 
address SOX requirements. Most SOX projects are still 
in the early phases, and there are very few organizations 
willing to expose their own SOX efforts to public scrutiny. 
However, I did manage to coax some project information 
from some of the vendors, which gives their solutions a 
little more credibility.

One way of putting these solutions together is shown 
in Figure 1. The core business process sits within 
the operational system, and this is where financial 
transactions are enacted. The operational system sits on 
a communication platform, which includes Web Services 
and email. Compliance typically calls for an audit trail of 
all financially significant communications, including email. 
On top of the operational system, there is a management 
control system, which provides management oversight, 
including internal audit and risk management.

Section Description IT requirements

302 This section is about the accuracy of financial data, 
to which the executive officers must personally attest. 
Financial statements must be based on traceable 
evidence. 

Complete and secure storage of all relevant data and 
documents.
Correct transformation as data and documents are passed 
between systems and stores.
Ability to trace any financial item back to its data sources.

404 This section is about the adequacy of internal controls. 
There must be a clear understanding of the system and its 
normal/abnormal behavior.

Process management
Incident monitoring and management

409 This section requires that material events are reported as 
they occur, rather than at the end of the financial period.

Real-time monitoring and business intelligence

1 Some sources use the abbreviation SOA for Sarbanes-Oxley Act – but at CBDI we reserve this abbreviation for Service Oriented Architecture.

In the past, reliability was equated with the moral 
character of the directors and auditors. Nowadays, 
reliability must be seen as an engineering problem.
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Architectural Issues
One of the basic tenets of control theory is that a control 
system must have as much flexibility and variety as the 
system it is trying to control. Previous attempts at internal 
audit and control have either themselves lacked flexibility 
and responsiveness, thus compromising their ability to 
deliver effective control, or have imposed inflexibility and 
unresponsiveness on the underlying system. Neither of 
these outcomes is acceptable. The architecture shown 
in Figure 1 is based on the general structure shown in 
Figure 2.

For the management controls to be effective there must 
be some way for the management system to intervene in 
the transaction system. There is an architectural choice 
between direct and indirect intervention.

The SOA principle of loose coupling clearly favors the 
indirect, non-intrusive approach. However, we must 
be careful to ensure that the indirect control remains 
effective. There needs to be some coordination between 
the collaboration or process management layer in 
the management subsystem, and the collaboration 
or process management layer in the transaction 
subsystem.

In a dynamic SOA environment, we actually need 
a double instance of the Observer pattern. The 
management system needs to monitor dynamic changes 
to the transaction workflow, as well as the transactions 
themselves.

Sarbanes-Oxley Drives Web Service Adoption continued . . .

Type Tool / Solution Vendor Website

Applications Financial Accounting PeopleSoft

Revenue Management Solutions Softrax http://www.softrax.com

Information 
Management

Interstage XBRL Processor Fujitsu

Navision Microsoft http://www.microsoft.com/BusinessSolutions

PowerCenter
PowerAnalyzer

Informatica http://www.informatica.com

XBRL Accelerator Ipedo http://www.ipedo.com

Process Management 
& Collaboration

egip egip http://www.egip.com

Fuego BPMS Fuego http://www.fuego.com

Interstage Fujitsu

Lotus Workplace for Business 
Controls and Reporting

IBM & KPMG

Office Solution Accelerator Microsoft http://www.microsoft.com/office/solutions

Sarbanes-Oxley Express OpenPages http://www.openpages.com

QPR Collaboration Mgt Software Visum http://www.visumsolutions.com

Risk Management eLustroHarmony InfoSTEP http://www.elustro.com

Raft Radar (sarbox edition) Raft International http://www.raftinternational.com

Security Identity & Access Management Netegrity http://www.netegrity.com

QualysGuard Qualys http://www.qualys.com

Table 1: A few examples of vendor “solutions”
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Direct When the management subsystem detects an anomaly, 
it immediately intervenes in the transaction subsystem 
– possibly changing the status of some transaction record, 
or moving a transaction to a different account within the 
general ledger. Changes to the transaction system may 
also involve adjustments to elements of policy or context 
governing the transaction subsystem.

This approach tightly couples the management subsystem 
and the transaction subsystem into a single unified system.

The management subsystem is intrusive into the 
transaction subsystem.

Indirect When the management subsystem detects an anomaly, it 
triggers a piece of workflow, or generates some additional 
transactions, which are fed back into the transaction 
system. A human supervisor is notified, who may have the 
authority to make changes in the transaction system and/
or undertake further investigation.

This approach maintains loose coupling between the 
management subsystem and the transaction subsystem.

The software component of the management subsystem 
provides non-intrusive monitoring.

This can be implemented as an instance of the Observer 
pattern.

Figure 1: Regulatory Compliance Architecture
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Information Management / Business 
Intelligence
Information architects may wish to think of SOX 
requirements in terms of data integrity – providing a 
guarantee of consistency and completeness across 
multiple diverse applications and data stores.

For information management, Sarbanes-Oxley provides 
a push towards real-time closed-loop information 
management and business intelligence. Many BI 
products are now Web Service enabled, and this makes 
it easier to quickly plug BI capabilities such as monitoring 
and data mining into the business process.

For example, Informatica provides a SOX solution that 
combines the PowerCenter data integration suite with 
the PowerAnalyzer business intelligence suite.

XBRL
XBRL is a standard XML-based language for reporting 
financial data2. A number of companies, including 
Microsoft, now publish their company accounts in 
XBRL, as well as in a traditional format. At present, 
these accounts are published on a traditional periodic 
cycle, but we have already discussed the possibility of 
real-time or near-real-time publication, to support real-
time investment3.

A reduction in the delay between the occurrence of an 
event, and its proper reporting to investors and other 
stakeholders, helps the investor to manage investment 
risk better. Faster feedback should also enhance the 
ability of management to take corrective action. It also 
takes out some of the artificial discontinuity between 
This-Year and Next-Year, which is so often associated 
with dysfunctional or even dishonest management 
action. From a systems engineering perspective, these 
are among the reasons to welcome SOX section 409, 
which mandates faster reporting of material events.

A number of popular products including Microsoft Office 
(Excel) and PeopleSoft are now XBRL-enabled.

Information content providers, such as Edgar and 
OneSourceApplink, use XBRL to provide company 
financial information in a standard format. For example, 

Figure 2: Layers of Control

The management subsystem must be as 
adaptable as the transaction subsystem – and 
this calls for the same SOA design principles to be 
applied to both.

2 http://www.xbrl.org/
3 CBDI Journal, Web services for Business Intelligence (June 2003)
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OneSource provides financial data to an insurance OneSource provides financial data to an insurance 
company, which uses the data when pricing insurance company, which uses the data when pricing insurance 
premiums.

While XBRL has a clear potential value at the publication While XBRL has a clear potential value at the publication 
end, it may be just as useful to achieve end, it may be just as useful to achieve 
semantic interoperability between 
multiple financial applications/
products within a financial 
management and risk management 
process. This would seem to be a 
valuable contribution to a Sarbanes-
Oxley compliance project. However, 
we don’t currently have any evidence 
of people doing this. Surprisingly, 
many of the Sarbanes-Oxley vendors 
don’t support XBRL; some muttered 
vaguely about competing standards, 
and some appeared completely unaware and some appeared completely unaware 
of it.

Process Management / Collaboration 
Management
In order to understand and rewire the corporate accounting In order to understand and rewire the corporate accounting 
dataflows, some form of modeling is essential. This may dataflows, some form of modeling is essential. This may 
be a traditional linear process/dataflow model, but in be a traditional linear process/dataflow model, but in 
a services-oriented world, network-style collaboration a services-oriented world, network-style collaboration 
models may be more appropriate.

In the past, process modeling tools were simply used for In the past, process modeling tools were simply used for 
documenting and visualizing the business process and documenting and visualizing the business process and 
associated dataflows – perhaps with a bit of simulation associated dataflows – perhaps with a bit of simulation 
added for good measure. The models would be used added for good measure. The models would be used 
for developing software – either as specification for the for developing software – either as specification for the 
designer/programmer or fed into a code-generation designer/programmer or fed into a code-generation 
module.

Nowadays, we are now faced with an array of process Nowadays, we are now faced with an array of process 
management tools, which actively use the model to drive management tools, which actively use the model to drive 
the process/workflow. Many of these new products are the process/workflow. Many of these new products are 
Web Service enabled, so that they can easily string Web Service enabled, so that they can easily string 

applications and services together using Web Service applications and services together using Web Service 
calls.

egip is a web-based tool, written in Perl, which 
provides process management and process-oriented 

risk management. egip has been working 
together with KPMG to develop risk-
oriented process management, and 
has a defined range of processes for 
SOX. There are several customers 
currently in the early stages of SOX currently in the early stages of SOX 
projects, ranging from insurance to 
multimedia, using the tool to visualize 
and model the processes of financial 
reporting.

Fuego BPMS offers what it calls 
Supervisory Control Applications. 

This can detect financial events, place 
financial transactions in temporary GL (general ledger) 
accounts, collect relevant data from various data sources 
(using Web Service interfaces where available), and 
trigger a predefined workflow which seeks appropriate 
supervisory approval and automatically moves the 
transaction into the correct GL account.

Risk Management
Risk management covers a range of things – from 
detecting exceptional items in transaction systems and 
data stores, to producing an analysis of the distribution 
of risk across a large (possibly global) enterprise. There 
are several general systems management products that 
include this kind of functionality, including products from 
CA, HP and IBM (Tivoli) and we have discussed these 
before in terms of managing service-based solutions.

Barclays Capital (the investment management arm 
of Barclays Bank) has recently implemented a risk 
management solution using Raft International’s Raft 
Radar product.

Raft is supplying four basic components – incident 
management, control self-assessment, key management 
indicators, and risks and controls. Barclays is deploying 
these J2EE components in a combined attempt to 
achieve both Basel 2 and SOX compliance. Raft plans to 
deliver Web Service support by mid year.

Use of XBRL helps to deliver financial information 
in a standardized way between applications, and 
to create reusable services. CBDI recommends 
the use of XBRL when building internal and 
external interfaces.

This can detect financial events, place 

. . . there is now 
a permanent need 
for Sarbanes-Oxley 

compliance as a part of 
the information systems 

architecture
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Security
The security layer of our SOX framework includes 
network security audits and vulnerability management. 
As an example, we looked at Qualys, which provides 
these services on-demand through its QualysGuard 
Web Service.

Hershey Foods has used Web Services to implement a 
set of primary controls for SOX compliance. The Hershey 
solution uses the QualysGuard Web Service to provide 
secure comprehensive reports.

Web Services / EAI
So where does all this leave the Web Service and EAI 
vendors? We have not found companies who have 
combined a first move into Web Services with a move 
towards SOX compliance – but of 
course this is entirely to be expected. 
The immediate requirement for SOX 
compliance has a fairly short lead 
time, and it is unlikely that radical 
changes to the infrastructure can be 
accommodated within this timescale.

However, companies that already 
have some Web Service capability 
are leveraging this in achieving SOX 
compliance. The new tools – from 
process management to security 
management – are being delivered 
with Web Service capability, and 
this makes Web Service the default 
integration method for companies that are 
already in a position to use Web Services effectively.

And the Vendors Themselves
Meanwhile, the larger US-based vendors are themselves 
required to comply with SOX, and are building up a 
certain amount of experience themselves. Even for the 
small unlisted technology companies, SOX raises the 
expectations of financial disclosure. One of the key 
issues for technology companies are the rules about 
revenue recognition and accounting for deferred revenue, 
and some large companies have had well-publicized 
problems in this area in the past.

When asked, they typically claim to use their own software 
products, and to take their own medicine. Unfortunately, 

they are generally reluctant to use their own internal 
systems as case study material to demonstrate the 
SOX capability of their products – no doubt fearful that 
outsiders would pick on any imperfections as evidence 
of weakness.

Roadmap
A typical organization is faced with a major project, 
which includes (among other things)

• understanding, modeling and if necessary 
rewiring, the information flows through a large 
number of legacy and third-party applications

• acquiring and deploying some additional 
components or services

Many companies are struggling to get 
on top of a highly complex set of 
technical requirements, and most are 
apparently still in the early stages of 
the analysis.

There are loads of vendors offering the 
components of a solution – we’ve only 
been able to mention a few of them 
in this article – but the integration 
of these components (within an 
architectural framework) remains an 
issue.

Unlike Y2K, this isn’t a problem that 
is solved once and then goes away 

– there is now a permanent need for 
Sarbanes-Oxley compliance as a part of 

the information systems architecture.

The roadmap takes in existing applications and packages, 
and uses a range of technologies to achieve, maintain 
and build upon compliance. Web Services providing 
a flexible wiring platform, while service-orientation 
underlies architecture and governance.

The use of Web Services for enterprise integration 
applies both horizontally (across the multiple applications 
serving the transaction or operational layer) and vertically 
(joining the transaction layer with the management 
layer). The management layer contains the internal 
control system, and includes both financial oversight 
and risk management. Business intelligence helps to 
inform management about what is going on – both in 

Executive officers 
are required to sign 

the accounts and are 
criminally liable for any 

inaccuracy. The act 
also mandates “real-

time” disclosure of any 
material events.
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the transactions and in the environment. In general, the 
environment is relevant to making sense of financial data 
– for example, sales forecasts and expected costs (which 
depend on some appreciation of market conditions) 
will have a material effect on the financial state of the 
company.

Key Recommendations
Model-Driven Compliance. In our view, it is impossible 
for an organization of any size or complexity to achieve 
SOX compliance without some serious modeling effort – 
involving both data and process, and showing how data 
are transformed across multiple and diverse applications 
and data stores. At CBDI, we have been developing 
and teaching models of this kind for service-oriented 
architectures, and this is very much the style of model 
that is needed for SOX and similar requirements.

Web Service Based EAI. SOX compliance typically 
requires a major rewiring job to corporate financial 
information systems. In some cases, some additional 
applications and packages will need to be quickly 
plugged in to complete the solution. New or reengineered 
interfaces should be rendered as Web Services by 
default. Organizations that are already using a Web 
Service or EAI platform will be able to leverage this to 
achieve SOX compliance more quickly.

Conclusions
Sarbanes-Oxley is of course not the only business 
requirement of this nature. While Sarbanes-Oxley only 
applies in America, similar regulations are being brought 
into force in many other countries. In the finance sector, 
compliance with Basel 2 capital adequacy requirements 
also places demands of a similar kind on information 
systems.

Improvements in corporate governance and management 
control bring broader benefits – because they should 
improve the overall effectiveness of the organization. 
Some experts argue that these improvements reflect the 
management practices of excellent companies – these 
are much the same practices that companies adopt in 
order to win Baldrige, EQA or Deming Awards.

Many companies implementing these solutions, such as 
Barclays Capital, are looking to go beyond regulatory 
compliance; they see business benefits accruing from 
better management systems. This is a promising sign 
for the future, and we urge all members to take this on 
board.

Figure 3: Implementing Compliance
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DID YOU SEE?

CBDI Best Practice Report –
Web Services To Improve Business Intelligence

CASE EXAMPLE – Business Intelligence for Real-Time Investment
A UK investor can access a page on the London Stock Exchange website that shows (anonymously) the last five 
transactions for a given stock – including the number of shares traded and the price.

 An active investor can interpret a pattern of transactions in a familiar stock as a sign that the share price is about 
to move, and immediately place a trade. Alternatively, an investor might spot a flurry of activity in an unfamiliar 
stock, and place the stock on a watchlist, while initiating some further research.

Furthermore, a professional investor can place a series of small trades in order to observe the effect on the 
shareprice. A company planning a hostile take-over may quietly purchase a certain proportion of the shares 
before announcing its intentions. Other investors will be looking to detect and interpret these actions.

Many investors set automatic trades, which are triggered by simple price movements. But it is now feasible to use 
web services to build real-time investment systems where trades (including derivatives) are driven by much more 
complex conditions. Typically, investment decisions are based on a complex combination of information from 
different sources. There is a clear advantage for investors who can quickly assimilate new and relevant sources 
of information – and this generates a strong competitive edge for web-service-enabled providers and consumers 
of financial information.
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For example, there is growing pressure on large companies to provide faster external access to financial data. 
A company might publish the latest sales figures or net asset values in XML on its website, to be processed 
automatically by institutional investors. (Continuous information reduces surprise, reduces risk, therefore 
increases the investment return for the investor and reduces the cost of capital for the company.) Ultimately, 
such published figures are driven by the company’s internal data, and could in principle be released in near real-
time, subject to appropriate (automated) policies for filtering and delay. Thus the Real-Time Enterprise extends 
real-time business intelligence to its shareholders and other stakeholders.

CASE EXAMPLE – Business Intelligence for Real-Time Credit Control
Banks have traditionally set overdraft limits and other credit limits through a slow batch process. These limits are 
set when an account is opened, and raised periodically as a consequence of a “good” transaction history. (What 
counts as a “good” transaction history often varies over time.)

But the obvious problem with a batch process is that it is slow to respond to changing circumstances. When a 
customer gets into financial difficulties, it can sometimes take months before the bank can detect the warning 
signs and withdraw credit facilities.

Some banks have been experimenting with the concept of dynamic delinquency, where simple business 
intelligence is applied to the transaction record on a continual basis, to provide a much faster recognition and 
response.

Credit limit is now a derived attribute.

CASE EXAMPLE – Business Intelligence for Real-Time Fraud Detection
The UK retailer Marks & Spencer had an offline analysis to detect fraud with a 6-week delay, using a traditional 
data warehousing approach. It replaced this with an on-line profit protection system that can alert the security 
officer (now retitled “profit protection officer”) in under 30 seconds. Among other things, the system detects 
suspicious or physically impossible sets of transactions (such as using the same credit card in different stores at 
the same time). Yet the system still handles every transaction in every store. 

The transactions are still recorded in the data warehouse for other analytical activates that are not so time 
sensitive, whilst the profit protection system examines the same transaction data before it gets to the data 
warehouse. The business rules are defined dynamically by the profit protection officers.

CBDI Journal – June 2003
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Domain-Specific 
Languages and Models

Over the past couple of years there has been much interest in 
Domain Specific Languages (DSLs). The basic idea is that we use 
tightly focused languages that are purpose designed for a particular 
problem domain. In this way solutions for common vertical or 
horizontal application areas provide the potential to simplify and 
raise the level of abstraction for specification. In this report Steve 
Cook and Alan Cameron Wills of Microsoft provide insight into their 
work in this area.

Introduction
In the struggle to make software development more efficient and reliable, 
several techniques stand out as having proved reasonably successful. First, 
improving the languages in which we write programs: making them cover 
higher-level abstractions, tuning them to purpose. Then, modeling – using 
some notation, preferably machine-processable, to help understand the 
requirements. Better still, use agile methods, which aim to minimize the 
feedback loop between customer desires and program coding: writing 
software incrementally, demonstrating it early, and reducing the weight of 
intermediate documentation. And, last in our list here – others will have their 
own favorites – we cite component-based development, which builds large 
systems out of plug-together generic components.

It’s noticeable that some projects that were once big are now small. Writing a 
sophisticated graphical user interface, for example, is ten times faster today 
than it would have been in the early days of graphical display screens. This 
is because (a) you build on a framework of predefined widgets (buttons, 
scrollbars, etc.) and (b) you probably create your GUI using a purpose-built 
language. The language might be textual (e.g. HTML) or it might be pictorial 
(WinForms or one of the Java visual editors). Things will go even faster if you 
use a purpose-built editor.

This dramatic technological advance owes its success to a combination of 
the features above. There is a framework of prewritten components which do 
most of the work; there is a language defined for the job, in which you can tell 
the system how to stick the components together; the work of designing the 
GUI is closer to what we mean by modeling than programming – that is, it talks 
in terms your customer can relate to, rather than the underlying procedures 
and variables. And because of all that, we can do agile development, 

By Steve Cook and
Alan Cameron WillsAlan Cameron Wills
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designing the GUI, if we choose, with the customer 
sitting next to us and providing instant reaction – or at 
any rate, getting rid of hefty specification documents 
signed in blood before embarking on the coding.

Specific languages have provided similar success in 
other domains over the years. Some of us have painful 
memories of writing database queries before SQL. 
String operations are extremely tedious without regular 
expressions. HTML is great at defining web pages. And 
of course our standard programming languages are 
still pretty good at arithmetic, and loops and branches 
(anyone remember machine code?).

We would like to see the same advances brought to 
other domains (that is, fields of interest) – not just the 
‘horizontal’ software-oriented domains, but ‘vertical’ 
ones like banking, telecoms, or airline booking. It’s 
very common these days to see specialized languages 
for information interchange in those and many other 
domains. Less common is the specialized language 
used for the purpose of programming. Partly, this 
is because it’s currently expensive to create such a 
language – or more accurately, it’s expensive to create 
the framework that compiles or interprets it. But with 
appropriate tools and libraries, we believe that cost can 
be brought down, making it a worthwhile technique to 
create a language tailored to the vocabulary of your 
field, which drives a configurable framework developed 
from your applications.

The rest of this article discusses this proposition in more 
depth.

Domain-specific languages
Specialized languages often evolve from the need to 
parameterize a generic application. Let’s suppose, 
for example, that you have developed a wonderful 
application for a telephone operating company, that 
adds up their customers’ bills. You’d like to repeat this 
lucrative experience with other telephone operators. Of 
course, they all have their differing requirements, so you 
have to spend a few months writing modifications and 
creating several different versions. And as time goes on 
and the requirements change gradually – this is a pre-
mobile scenario – the modifications accumulate and the 
versions diverge; but your chief worry is how to hang on 
to your key developers.

But then the mobile phone revolution arrives, and many 
countries deregulate their landline operators. Suddenly 
your customers are making more and more complex 
billing schemes, at the rate of several a month; and they 
want them implemented tomorrow. All this is a nightmare. 
Yes, the software is tailorable; but only in the sense that 
it wouldn’t take too many weeks to hand-craft a new 
variant. The old application creaks and collapses under 
the strain, quite likely taking their owner with them.

Perhaps you were wiser than that, though. You 
survive by creating a software product line: a generic 
application that can quickly be specialized to each new 
requirement. In the early stages, this might be a matter 
of setting disparate parameters, making the software 
more table-driven; and separating the software into 
pluggable components that can easily be reconfigured. 
But there still isn’t sufficient agility in this process: 
mapping the requirements of a new billing scheme onto 
ad-hoc configuration tables is likely to be an error-
prone and arcane business. What you really need is to 
automate that mapping, starting from a statement of the 
requirements – a statement that you can discuss with 
your customers.

Modeling and programming
Creating the software rapidly is the second major 
problem faced by the phone company and their 
software developers. The first is the difficulty of reliably 
understanding a new billing scheme – as much a problem 
for the developers and their corporate client, as for the 
unfortunate phone users! A good solution is to make a 
diagram of the scheme – perhaps like the one in Figure 
1.

Once a few such schemes have been sketched on a 
whiteboard, a set of conventions can be established 
about the elements that can be used and what they 
mean: in other words, we develop a language specific 
to the domain. The notation we’ve evolved here 
wouldn’t be very useful for describing insurance or food 
processing or aircraft design; but you can see how, by 
rearranging the elements and introducing a few others, 
we could describe variable rates and discounts, different 
accounting periods, and so on; and different methods 
and times to combine these pieces.

This picture is a model of a billing scheme, written in a 
domain-specific modeling language. The term “model” 
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implies firstly that this is a representation of the domain, 
the world in which the software works (rather than the 
technical detail of the software); and secondly that it 
abstracts a certain viewpoint of the domain (saying 
nothing, for example, about software performance or 
capacities, and nothing about how we keep customers’ 
names and addresses). Domain-specific languages 
(DSLs), whether for modeling or otherwise, are often 
graphical, but need not be – for example, the typesetting 
languages TeX and SGML just use text.

Because the language is specific to this domain, we 
can tune it to this particular conceptual space. First, 
the general structure of the language is suitable for the 
purpose: a flow notation works for phone billing, but for 
software driving machine tools, diagrams of mechanical 
parts would be better. Second, the elements and terms 
used are familiar to the business clients, making it easy 
to discuss the requirements reliably with them. Next, a 
properly-developed language is not just a notation: there 
are grammatical rules that govern how the elements may 
be combined, and semantic rules that tell exactly what 
its statements imply. That means it can be processed to 
check validity, run simulations, or generate (or specialize) 
software that functions within the domain.

Creating software
Designing and using a domain-specific modeling 
language is only a small part of the overall picture of how 
models can assist software development. There must 
also be a process by which a model can be analyzed 
and validated, as well as transformed, often through 
several steps, into deployed and executing software. 
This process involves the development, validation, and 
composition of models from several different horizontal 
and vertical domains. For example, our billing system will 
not be complete until we have defined customers and 
their properties and relationships (some are corporate, 
some are resellers) – for which a DSL closer to an 
entity-relationship diagram would be more useful. We 
need tools and processes to transform and combine 
between one kind of model and another, finishing with 
the deployed system.

The natural counterpart to a model in the construction 
of a software system is a framework: a body of code 
that implements the aspects that are common across 
an entire domain, and exposes as extension points 
those elements of the domain that vary between one 
application and another. In some cases, the framework 

Figure 1: Example – A Billing Scheme Model
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is an interpreter, as is the case with HTML (the browser) 
or SQL (the DBMS). In others, the framework includes 
a generator that can read a model and create a system 
by configuring components from a library – as happens 
with GUI generators or workflow systems. In each case, 
the role of a model is to define how to fill in the extension 
points in a way that suits their particular usage of the 
framework. In this way we can see the modeling language 
as a way to make the framework’s extension points 
accessible in a way that suits the user’s understanding 
of the problem.

The central problem of software design is the 
development of a design that fulfils a 
given set of requirements. In general, 
this is a difficult problem. If we had 
an automated solution to it, a lot of 
us would be out of work. But within 
a particular domain, our framework 
defines the space of solutions, 
and thereby scopes the range of 
requirements that can be satisfied. 
We define our phone bill modeling 
language to express the range of 
problems our phone bill software 
framework can solve. (And our 
competitors will define their phone bill 
modeling languages to suit their own 
frameworks; but maybe eventually we’ll 
agree on a standard.)

An important constituent of the usage of models in 
software development is the pattern. A pattern is 
essentially a model with some holes in it, together with 
some rules about how each hole may be filled in by 
some or all of another model. An effective technology for 
describing and applying patterns enables large models 
to be constructed from small ones, and models of one 
kind to be assembled from models of other kinds.

Closely related to patterns are transforms. Transforms 
are patterns with a matching rule. They form a powerful 
mechanism for composing models and turning them into 
executable software.

Agile Development with DSLs
We mentioned ‘agile’ development earlier on. This 
is a name for a range of successful approaches to 
development including eXtreme Programming, SCRUM, 

DSDM and others. All of them feature incremental 
development and early delivery of prototypes, test-
driven development, and strong collaboration between 
team members and clients. Agile methods have been 
very worthwhile on relatively small-scale projects; 
though they have been more difficult to apply on a large 
scale because of their reliance on fast turnaround and 
close collaboration.

Once a language for a specific domain has been 
defined, and the tools and framework that process it 
are designed, the process of producing software for 
specific clients should be quite rapid. The DSL is used 

to discuss requirements with the clients, 
and the generators or interpreters 
are used to prototype solutions 
using the framework. The aim is to 
minimize the need to write code at 
the low level. There must not be any 
irreversible generation steps, or large 
discontinuities between the model 
and the deployed code. It must be 
possible to change any visible artifact 
within the process and be able rapidly 
to recreate the end-result. This rapid 
turnaround enables agile approaches 
to be applied to develop systems that 
would otherwise appear to be large-
scale.

Developing a DSL and its framework is a 
substantial project, and an evolutionary one. The detailed 
specifications cannot be determined without experience 
of trying to use them: only those who have written phone 
bill software know what needs to go into a phone bill 
language. As each specific system is designed and 
delivered, there will be additions and modifications to be 
made to the language – and backward compatibility issues 
with earlier deliveries. Furthermore, the requirements 
on the DSL and framework will gradually shift, as the 
domain of phone billing – or whatever – develops new 
ideas. It is likely that some hand-coding will always be 
necessary, since it will never be economical to make the 
DSL encompass the domain perfectly.

The overall process of using models, patterns, and 
frameworks is quite analogous to what happens in a 
manufacturing environment for goods and services other 
than software. We can think of the software development 
process by analogy with the more general concept of 

The development 
of domain-specific 

models, patterns and 
frameworks organized 
into software supply 

chains promises 
to industrialize the 

production of software
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a supply chain, where each participant in the process 
takes inputs (which might be either physical goods or 
information assets) from one or more suppliers, uses 
their particular expertise to add value to these inputs, 
and passes on the outputs to participants further down 
the chain. To date, the production of software has rarely 
been organized along such lines, primarily because the 
ways for describing software have been limited – when 
the only way to describe software is the source code, 
then the only people who can be intimately involved in 
its production are the programmers. The development 
of domain-specific models, patterns and frameworks 
organized into software supply chains – product lines
– promises to industrialize the production of software 
similar to the way in which the production of many 
household goods was industrialized in the last century1.

UML and Domain-Specific Modeling
Modeling in any domain evidently requires a suitable 
notation, and so the obvious question arises of whether 
UML (the Unified Modeling Language) can be used for 
the purpose. UML is an excellent vehicle for discussing 
software designs, having introduced a recognizable set 
of standard notations into the vocabulary of software 
developers. There is now a great range of tools available, 
and very many software professionals are familiar with it. 
We would therefore have to provide a very solid case for 
using anything else.

And yet we do believe that there is a strong argument for 
stepping beyond the boundaries of UML for the purpose 
of domain-specific modeling, in which the fundamental 
idea is to develop a language well-tuned to the domain. 
If we are working in the landscape gardening domain, a 
notation that includes physical maps may be appropriate; 
in the automotive design domain, the language must 
cover 3-dimensional objects. These linguistic paradigms 
are not encompassed by UML – naturally enough, 
because UML’s domain is the design of object-oriented 
software systems.

Of course, there are many domains where the paradigms 
are similar. The phone billing language above is quite like 
a UML activity diagram (with some extension to provide 
the different symbols, using UML “stereotypes”). 
However, the notation is only one aspect of the overall 

definition of a language. As we observed earlier there 
are other important elements: the set of grammatical 
rules that govern how the language elements may be 
combined; the semantic rules that tell exactly what the 
language statements imply; and textual serialization 
formats that can be used to transfer models from one 
place to another. Although the UML might be extended 
to provide a reasonable notation for the telephone billing 
problem, it would be much harder to extend a UML tool 
to provide effective support for the grammatical and 
semantic rules for a billing language, and the UML tool 
will enforce its own textual serialization format, which has 
nothing to do with the business of telephone billing.

So although UML has been very successful at introducing 
modeling concepts to the software development 
industry, and providing a standard set of diagrammatic 
conventions that help communicate software designs, 
we need to allow for more bespoke languages and tools 
in specific domains.

Conclusion
This article has described domain-specific languages 
and shown how they can turn large projects into small 
ones and thus promote agility in software projects. We 
believe that the industry will increasingly adopt domain-
specific models as first-class artifacts within an agile 
software development process, and we are already 
seeing the emergence of tools and technology to 
support this development. We see UML as an important 
step on the road, used primarily as a set of diagrammatic 
conventions that facilitate communication between 
software developers, that can also provide inspiration 
for the design of domain-specific languages targeted at 
particular problems.

By Steve Cook and Alan Cameron Wills, Microsoft 
Corporation

Steve Cook and Alan Cameron Wills are in the Visual 
Studio Enterprise Tools group at Microsoft, where they 
are working on domain specific modeling languages and 
model based development tools. Other members of the 
group include Keith Short, Jack Greenfield and Stuart 
Kent.

1 For a comprehensive and detailed discussion of the concepts described here and many others, see the book “Software Factories: Assembling Applications with 
Patterns, Models, Frameworks and Tools” by Jack Greenfield and Keith Short
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By Lawrence Wilkes

IBM Enterprise Workflow 
Architecture (EWA) 
Framework

IBM’s Enterprise Workflow Architecture (EWA) provides a good 
benchmark for the common technical and application infrastructure 
functionality most organizations will require.

Introduction
The role of IBM’s Advanced Technology Solutions (ATS) team is to take 
emerging technology out of the IBM labs and into customers. The aim is 
to validate the technology before it transitions to the various IBM product 
groups by implementing solutions in real customer scenarios and to learn 
from these engagements. ATS has used this approach with Java, XML, and 
more recently Web Services.

Frustrated with reinventing the wheel each time, ATS recognized there was 
a common architecture pattern in these engagements and developed the 
Enterprise Workflow Architecture (EWA) Framework to support the various 
customer projects. Key motivations for using a framework approach are to 
encapsulate best practices and produce an order of magnitude reduction in 
the time to deliver the solution. This is seen as essential to reduce the risk of 
adopting new technology, especially when it is also involves delivering large 
scale, complex systems. ATS also had to address requirements that were 
common to the typical IBM enterprise customer, for example:

• Accommodate multiple client types and devices, including existing 
clients.

• Integrate and make it easy to reuse multiple heterogeneous back-
end applications, particularly existing systems.

• Enable the migration to SOA and Web Services, and transition of 
existing systems.

Enterprise Workflow Architecture (EWA)
EWA is a J2EE compliant framework for building client/server and distributed 
solutions. Reflecting typical IBM customer needs, EWA has been designed 
to support a heterogeneous environment and to loosely couple a diverse set 
of front and back end technologies.
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As illustrated in Figure 1, EWA consists of the following 
key elements:

• Core configuration and processing engine 
defines an application and the business 
process.

• Channel handlers supporting the different client 
devices and protocols including PCs, PDA, 
mobile phones, even vending machines, with 
rich and thin clients.

• Support for various back end servers including 
J2EE, existing application servers such as 
CICS, and database servers.

• Various communications and transport 
mechanisms to the back end systems including 
Web Services and MQSeries.

• Over 1500 general and special-purpose 
components used in the core and to provide 
application functionality. These include:

 Infrastructure components. Plugged into 
the core these provided common functions 
such as auditing, logging and security.

 Business Domain components. For example 
business components based on the 
Financial Applications Architecture (FAA) 
often used by IBM’s Banking customers.

 Channel components. To support the 
various devices and protocols. There is a 
growing portion of the framework to provide 
presentation/UI components for different 
devices.

It is the aptly named Core that is central to the EWA 
framework and forms the basis of the pattern that EWA 
enables organizations to replicate. This pattern is not 
too dissimilar from a broker or Enterprise Application 
Integration (EAI) approach in that the prime function is to 
process and dispatch messages that arrive in a variety 
of formats to the various back end applications. Overlaid 
on this is an application configuration that defines the 
workflow of the business process and the services 
required. A good term for this might be an Orchestration 
Pattern.

Figure 1: EWA Architecture
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The key architectural elements in more detail are:

Channel Handler

The Channel Handlers are used to process input/output 
from the various devices. The handler consists of the 
components to deal with the presentation and transport 
protocol used by each different channel.

ATS didn’t want to take lowest common denominator 
and use separate channel handlers that are optimized 
towards the many different characteristics of each 
device. The devices differ not just by the transport 
protocol but by the capabilities of the device such as 
the UI. For example even if all the devices used SOAP it 
would not change the different capabilities of devices – 
for example, a rich client is able to hold local information, 
and operate off-line.

XML Conversation Object

Using an XML Schema, the Channel Handler converts 
the different incoming message types from the devices 
into an XML Conversation Object, a Java object which is 
then passed to application via the Core.

This approach has been taken for performance reasons 
as they did not want to parse the XML at every step. With 
everything in Java, ATS believe this squeezes last drop of 
performance out of system.

However, in recognition of the need for loose coupling, 
the Core is also able to send an XML document to the 
back end systems instead, which could also be wrapped 
in Web Service protocols if required. This approach 
should provide best of both worlds – native objects 
for performance where the target is already known 
and based on the same technology, or XML and SOAP 
for flexibility where it is not. This is a straightforward 
configuration option in the Core.

Core

As stated earlier, the Core is the heart of EWA. The Core 
takes the XML Conversation Object and processes 
it according to the Application Configuration. An 
application consists of components for business logic, 
validation rules, and external access. The configuration 
determines how they are glued together to support a 
particular business requirement. The configuration of 
the Core is fully dynamic. Application configurations 

can be changed without having to stop the server. New 
components can be added in this way too.

The Core itself is configured by modifying an XML 
configuration file. Most things in the Core can to be 
altered according to specific needs. The following 
examples show how straightforward it is to configure 
logging providing your core classes implement the 
appropriate interfaces

Standard configuration

Can be simply modified to

All routing is performed by the Core. If validation is 
required the message is routed to the appropriate 
validation component by the Core, not by the business 
logic component. The application configuration 
can also include existing applications by plugging 
in adapters EAI style and the Core is also able to 
route messages using XML, MQSeries or SOAP if the 
application is not Java.

The Core itself is configurable and extensible, with new 
functionality added via further components. This is 
typical Framework territory, providing built in functions 
for the common infrastructure tasks like logging and 
auditing, whilst allowing it to be easily extended. As a 
J2EE application, EWA is easily extended in Java, and 
should run on any J2EE server.

Application Configuration

The Application Configuration is a tree structure listing all 
the components comprising an application. It contains 
the necessary customization parameters required to 
instantiate and execute the application components.

<LogMNG class=“com.ibm.ewa.infrastructur
e.logging.IBMLogMNG”>
<InitParam
name=“configptr”
value=“cid=com.ibm.logging,
cn=config” />

</LogMNG>

<LogMNG class=“your.ewa.infrastructure.
logging.YourLogMNG”>
<InitParam
name=“your name”
value=“your value” />

</LogMNG>
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The physical storage of the configuration tree depends 
on the Core Configuration and could be in LDAP, XML, 
or your own implementation. The following example used 
LDAP

Service Oriented Architecture and Support 
for Web Services
The EWA architecture provides loose coupling from the 
technology perspective for the various client, transport 
and back end platforms. However, EWA provides a more 
Service Oriented approach by implementing the Service 
Bus concept illustrated in Figure 2. The application 
configuration defines how the Flow Manager will handle 
the I/O requests, sequence the process steps, and the 
mechanism to call the different services.

For most customers, a major activity here is to define 
services that in turn call existing applications as well as 
the new components supplied with EWA. The Service 
bus approach enables organizations to implement a 

clean service layer that is abstracted away from the 
current implementations.

A Service Manager in the Service Layer looks at the 
Application Configuration to bind the higher level service 
to lower level services. For example “Transfer Funds” 
might use atomic services such as CICS “Deposit” and 
“Withdrawal” Transactions.

In this way, the application is configured in terms of the 
services used, not the existing applications that are 
behind them. This is key, not just to integrate existing 
systems, but also enabling them to be migrated or 
replaced at some time in future with a minimum of 
disruption to the application.

Having been gradually developed over recent years, EWA 
started life before Web Services were commonplace. As 
stated earlier, the configuration now enables the Core to 
communicate to components via Web Service protocols 
if required. Being already service based, all that was 
required was to wrap the message in the appropriate Web 
Service protocols. The Core also behaved in a similar way 
to UDDI in that new Services can be registered and used 
on demand, and can be configured to route requests to 
alternative services if a service unavailable. Thanks to the 
SOA, ATS claim that basic support for Web Services was 
added in just one week.

Further support for Web Service protocols should be 
added in future. An obvious candidate would be a plug-
in to the Core to support WS-Security. Support for 
BPEL in the application configuration would also seem 
appropriate in the mid-term and some work has been 
done by ATS in this area.

Customer Engagements
ATS provide the example of a bank at which EWA has 
been applied. The bank’s current architecture illustrates 
a common organizational problem of business silos 
also being technology silos. Each customer channel 
such as branch, ATM, or Internet, has its own set of 
applications and proprietary technologies. For the bank, 
one of the compelling events forcing them to re-evaluate 
this approach is the growing number of device oriented 
channels they need to support. For example, telephone/
voice activated banking, and mobile banking via cell 
phones and PDAs.

ou=ibank

cn=Workflow

deviceID = Mozilla

cid=SignOn–has workflow class as 
an attribute

Preconditions. ..userName

Postconditions . . . data moved to 
Global Data Area

Workflowparams . . . any params 
for workflow (eg.user role)

stepX . . . presentation, process, 
workflow

cn=Data

cid=globalDataID . . . data and 
corresponding workflow

cn=Process . .name of classes and other 
parameters like auditable

cn=Config . . General configuration 
information

cn=Presentation

deviceID = Mozilla

cid=accountListForm . . . Attribut
esobjectclass=ewaPresentation,
ewaPresentorType=JSP,ewaPresen
torName=‘jsp/acctList.jsp’
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The bank used EWA to transform their current architecture 
into what ATS term a “converged environment”. In their 
case, EWA is running on top of WebSphere and servicing 
requests from the various channels, through a transaction 
gateway to the back-end CICS transactions.

A major advantage of EWA is that it is experienced 
based, and has evolved with the pains of implementation 
in real customers situations.

Summary
Whilst not licensed as stand-alone product, EWA is 
nevertheless a proven framework in production in high 
volume situations today. IBM is currently considering 
how EWA will evolve. It is likely to remain a service 
engagement led framework, though parts of it may make 
their way into products.

IBM recognizes that selling frameworks can tough in 
comparison to a packaged solution. Though EWA is 
comprehensive and tool enabled, it still needs effort 
to realize its full potential. Even so, EWA has several 

advantages over many packaged solutions, for 
example,

• Easier to match the solution to customers 
requirements, rather than the other way round.

• Designed to integrate and help transition 
existing applications.

• Support for Web Services.

• Embodies a Service Oriented Architecture.

• Easier to evolve with changing business 
and IT requirements, including dynamic 
reconfiguration.

• Support for open industry standards.

The Core might also be compared with IBM’s own 
WebSphere integration products which implement 
a similar orchestration pattern, though EWA clearly 
also comes with a considerable number of functional 
components, it is not just middleware. Of course EWA 
does require a J2EE Server, and it is likely that customers 

Figure 2: EWA Service Bus
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will implement both, running EWA on 
WebSphere and using parts of the 
WebSphere middleware as appropriate, 
for example using MQSeries to access 
back end systems would be common. 
Where similar functionality is added to 
WebSphere, the EWA team do use that 
in preference as customers can then 
use the proper support mechanism for 
those products.

Fewer and fewer organizations seem 
prepared to build architectures and 

solutions like EWA from scratch today. 
Frameworks such as EWA not only 
have a good part of the job already 
done, but help enforce a strict design 
approach based on best practices. 
Organizations that for whatever 
reasons do not want to be locked into 
off the shelf products and solutions 
should find EWA a useful alternative.

IBM’s Advanced 
Technology Solutions 
team take emerging 
technology out of the 
labs and validate it by 
implementing solutions 

in real customer 
scenarios

IBM Enterprise Workflow Architecture (EWA) Framework continued . . .

DID YOU SEE?
The SOA Reference Model

By John Cheesman, Georgios Ntinolazos

Regular readers of CBDI will be familiar with the notion that SOA is about more than Web Services - it’s an approach to architecture in 
which the capabilities are provided and consumed as services. This approach is applicable to all types of capability and behaviors. 

Not surprisingly SOA is not a completely new approach; in fact it has firm foundations in Design by Contract (DbC) and Component Based 
Development (CBD). However whilst there are good lessons to be learnt from these disciplines, they are incomplete in their support for 
a SOA, requiring new and or revised concepts to address the significant differences between the “interface” and “service” concepts, as 
well as issues such as loose coupling of components, runtime discovery, use and replacement, and technology independence.

As with any complex subject, it’s difficult to make significant headway into comprehending its concepts and principles, or understanding 
how it compares to other approaches and product offerings, without some common reference points. This is certainly true of service-
orientation, component-based development and distributed computing platforms. 

This article sets out a reference model for SOA as a whole and takes a brief tour through some of the areas, particularly looking at the 
underlying concepts and the SOA Application Reference Model. Subsequent articles will further develop each of these areas.

The main areas of the reference model are as follows:

• SOA Concept Model – the underlying concepts used by the other areas. This model includes service, component, interface, 
assembly and so on.

• SOA Application Reference Model – a standard for the organization of the application layer which bridges the business and 
technology layers and creates the backdrop to enable service traceability throughout the development and deployment lifecycle.

• SOA Process – this is really a family of processes or approaches which describe how to actually implement SOA as a business. 
It covers a whole host of areas but in particular defines the organizational models that need to be adopted and the service 
development workflows – a full lifecycle process for creating software services

• SOA Patterns – a library of best practice in the application of both SOA concepts and the application reference model. This includes 
for example, different types of component, architecture styles, layering models and principles and so on. 

CBDI Journal, March 2004
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TopCoder – Components 
by Competition

Imagine if every time you required a new software component or 
application, thousands of developers around the world competed 
to design and build you the best implementation via a rigorous 
specification and evaluation process. Though attractive, for most 
organizations the overhead of managing such a process would 
mitigate against any benefits. However, TopCoder have turned this 
approach into a unique business model that delivers high quality 
software components for its corporate customers via competitions 
amongst a global resource of around 37,000 developers. In this 
report we look at their development approach.

Unique Business model
With a background in traditional IT consultancy building systems for 
corporate customers, TopCoder’s execs know how difficult it is to identify 
and hire top quality developers. Taking a lead from the US Navy Top Gun 
approach, they formed TopCoder in 2001 to use competition as a developer 
evaluation and recruitment mechanism which their customers can run as 
a “private label” event exclusively for them, or by advertising job listings to 
TopCoder’s members who take part in open, sponsored tournaments. This 
has already been used successfully by companies such as Google who 
recently used a private label competition as part of a recruitment drive to 
identify 100 developers. As well as competing for jobs, big prizes are on offer 
to developers in the tournaments, with $50,000 for the winner of the 2003 
TopCoder Open, sponsored by Intel.

To further leverage the community of around 37,000 developers that 
TopCoder had attracted, in August 2003 they launched TopCoder Software, 
an application and component development service for both custom 
requirements and a growing component catalog. Combined with their 
competition-based approach TopCoder has a unique business model that 
pulls together several existing industry threads including,

• “Best Shore”. TopCoder’s developers are based in 150 different 
countries. TopCoder believe that their competition-based 
approach means customers always get the best developers 
regardless of their location, and coupled with low cost provides 
a “best shore” alternative to off-shore development. The majority 

By Lawrence Wilkes
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of their developers are based in the US (it is 
very popular in universities for example), but 
as TopCoder pay the same fees and prizes 
regardless of the developers location it can be 
very financially attractive to those in China or 
the Ukraine for example.

• Open Source. TopCoder leverages a similar 
developer market to those who might work in 
open source projects. The customer gets the 
full source code to the software, and it will have 
gone through an open review process by peers 
of the developer. Because of the competition-
based approach, everything must be open and 
published to ensure their developers see a level 
playing field. Unlike many open source projects 
however, there is a financial motivation to the 
developers.

• Component Catalog. As well as custom 
development, TopCoder has a growing catalog 
of 130 software components. These have 
also been built through the same competition-
based process to TopCoder’s specification. 
As manufacturer as well as retailer, TopCoder 
believe they can deliver higher quality 
components that all conform to the same CBD 
design approach.

• Twin Track CBD. As the intermediary between 
customer and developer, TopCoder has to 
execute a twin-track CBD approach that 
ensures components meet requirements and 
get built to specification. The specification must 
be thoroughly documented to ensure a level 
playing field across developers.

TopCoder says that around 7,000 of their developer 
community could be described as active, i.e. regularly 
taking part in project competitions. Though these clearly 
form the major part of TopCoder’s resources, they 
also employ their own staff in the key role of Product 
Manager, who:

• Instigate the component projects by gathering 
customer requirements and creating the 
specification for the design phase.

• Form an Architecture Review Board, and 
Development Review Board for each project 
each made up of three TopCoder members who 
regularly respond to TopCoder projects.

• Work on-site with the customer to develop the 
Application Specification for an Application 
Project, and decompose it into multiple 
component design and development projects.

Development Process
TopCoder’s development approach centers around five 
types of project:

1. Component Design Projects – Competition 
to produce the best design for an individual 
component.

2. Component Development Projects – 
Competition to build the best implementation 
for an individual component.

3. Application Design Projects – TopCoder 
also runs Application Design Competitions 
to produce designs for the best way to plug 
components together to deliver fully functional 
applications for customers.

4. Application Development Projects – 
Competition to assemble applications out of 
component pieces identified in the application 
design.

5. Certification Projects – Components are 
certified for different platforms.

Separating design and development makes sense. The 
best designers are not necessarily the best programmers. 
Though not a reflection of this, TopCoder’s competition 
rules do not allow the winning designer for a project to 
enter the development project in the interest of fairness.

The overall process used is illustrated in Figure 1. 
Though the overall process stages would appear fairly 
classic, extra attention is paid in each to manage the 
twin track process. Whilst some of the detail might seem 
specific to TopCoder’s competition based approach and 
having to manage multiple submissions, it can equally be 
applied to other projects such as outsourced or offshore 
development. For example, the use of review boards 
and the passing back of scorecards would be useful to 
formalize any twin track process.

The review boards obviously play a key role in the 
process, as they evaluate, score and decide the outcome 
of the competition. Additionally, the Development Review 
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Board has to QA the submissions with each member 
assigned one of the following roles:

• Stress Tester – to ensure acceptable 
performance and throughput.

• Accuracy Tester – for the accuracy of results 
when using the component.

• Failure Tester – ability to handle bad data and 
incorrect usage.

Figure 1: TopCoder Component Development Process
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An extract from one of the development scorecards for 
a component published in TopCoder’s catalog is shown 
in Table 1. This shows the types of comments made by 
the review board, what action is required, and whether 
it has been applied. Components are evaluated and 
numerically scored in 25 different areas. Scorecard 
comments are scored by the board (1–4: Strongly 
Agree, Agree, Somewhat Agree, Disagree) to provide 
more objective scoring. TopCoder are confident that 
their comprehensive evaluation process with the use of 
the review board does ensure the best submission wins 
through.

TopCoder use tools like JUnit, an open source regression 
testing framework for Java, and NUnit, its .NET equivalent 
as part of their testing process. TopCoder find that 
testing is the most time consuming part of the process 
and consequently are always looking for ways to shorten 
this, for example via automated test case generation.

In the spirit of openness all communications between 
TopCoder, the designers and developers takes place in 
TopCoder’s secure online forums. This is necessary to 
ensure a level playing field, so that all questions about 
the project and the responses are visible to all.

Application Projects have a variation on the process 
shown in Figure 1. As well as requiring the development 

of an overall application and deployment architecture, 
Application Projects also differ from the development 
of individual components in that developers are hand-
picked for the project by TopCoder, and must sign a 
non-disclosure to protect the customer’s interest as 
the full context of the solution would now be apparent. 
Consequently this is a less public process and any 
custom components developed are not placed in the 
catalog. Even so, the same rigorous CBD approach 
is still essential. The process differs primarily in the 
specification phase, with:

• Additional documentation created by the 
Project Manager including activity diagrams, 
high-level use cases, an architecture diagram 
that defines the logical and physical layout of 
the system, and a deployment diagram.

• A working prototype of the application, created 
with an Information Architect. This is a graphical 
rendering of the application user interface.

• Application Design Project Plan for the project.

A key activity is decomposing the application into 
manageable chunks for the component projects, with a 
rule of thumb that a project should take around one man 
week for each of the design and development stages 

Class Implementation Type
Required/ 

Recommended

Applied
Yes / No

Class Definition 

All classes are implemented as defined in the design documents. This not only includes 
technical details such as modifiers and types, but also naming conventions.

Import statements should be explicit (import java.io.File, not java.io.*) REQUIRED yes

Inner class ScheduleTask should be private REQUIRED yes

Variable Definition

All variables are implemented as defined in the design documents. This not only includes 
technical details such as modifiers and types, but also naming conventions.

Nonstandard parameter and variable names in the source code. This is actually a 
designer error here, but both the code and the design documents need to be modified

REQUIRED yes

Constants should be used instead of string literals RECOMMENDED yes

Table 1: Extract from a Developer Scorecard
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– this is also true for individual component projects. 
Existing components from the catalog are obviously 
reused in the application where possible.

Additionally, TopCoder provides the developers with 
certain tools:

• Jalopy Configuration File – contains formatting 
rules for the TopCoder Software Java Coding 
Standards.

• The TopCoder Software Development 
Environment – a Jar file to facilitate their 
component design and development process to 
TopCoder’s standards.

Documentation
The depth of documentation that 
accompanies TopCoder components 
is a spin-off from their development 
process which requires comprehensive 
and complete documentation in order 
to facilitate the external design and 
development projects.

TopCoder has standardized on XML 
Metadata Interchange (XMI) 2.0 as 
the standard for exchanging the 
documentation produced during the 
development process with the majority 
of members using the Poseidon UML tools. 
At a minimum, this normally consists of the following:

• Requirement Specification

• Component Specification

• Use Case Diagrams

• Class Diagrams

• Sequence Diagram(s)

• JavaDocs (for Java) or XMLDocs for (.NET)

• Dependencies on “base” components – other 
TopCoder components used by the component

• Design and Development Scorecards

The fact that the scorecards are published demonstrates 
a good degree of openness by TopCoder as this shows 
the issues that were raised during evaluation and isn’t 

really necessary in order to understand and use the 
component.

The component specification is a text-based template 
completed for all TopCoder components and includes 
information such as:

• Required algorithms, written in pseudo code

• Exception conditions

• Environment requirements

• Usage notes – any other information the 
developer believes is necessary

Text-based specifications may not be as 
rigorous as models, but compared to 
many commercial software components, 
the documentation supplied by 
TopCoder is extremely comprehensive. 
Anyone who has considered buying 
commercial components from a catalog 
will be used to a variable amount and 
quality of documentation that often 
accompanies the software. It might be 
argued that in the case of some utility 
components not much is required 
anyway. A simple calculator component 
that adds two integers hardly needs a 
full complement of UML diagrams to 
comprehend its behavior.

However, it doesn’t require a high degree 
of complication for the need for comprehensive 
documentation to arise, and regardless of the 
complication, precision is always required. It is also 
very useful to know that all components in a catalog 
will be described to a similar standard which again the 
TopCoder process enforces.

Component Library
The TopCoder component catalog currently consists 
of 116 completed Java components with about 60 in 
process, and 18 completed for .NET and 22 in process. 
Primarily these are utility and infrastructure components 
in areas such as communications, math and financial 
algorithms, data management, security, and so on. 
Some examples are shown in Table 2.

As well as 
competing for jobs, 

big prizes are on 
offer to developers 
in the tournaments, 

with $50,000 for the 
winner of the 2003 

TopCoder Open
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As can be seen in Table 2, many components 
have dependencies on other “base components”. 
TopCoder’s philosophy is to break any problem down 
into manageable chunks that can be done in a week. 
Hence the catalog might look like a lot of individual 
simple components, but it should be remembered that it 
is a growing inventory of well documented components 
many of which form dependencies with each other to 
provide richer functionality, that benefit from a single 
manufacturer who can ensure the interface design 
required to enable this plugability.

As such, it makes sense to sell the components not 
individually but by subscription to the whole catalog. 
This is available on a personal (non commercial use), 
developer (1 copy), or corporate (unlimited use) basis. 
A Developer subscription providing one developer 
access to the whole Java catalog and a license 
allowing components to be integrated into commercial 
applications would cost $2,000 per annum. Key 
attractions of their components are:

• Consistency in design and implementation 
– TopCoder are manufacturer and retailer so 
can ensure consistency

• Embody CBD principles and best practices1

• Comprehensive and high quality documentation

• Includes the source code – which can be 
extended and customized by the customer

TopCoder hopes to have around 300 components in 
the catalog in a year’s time. These will continue to be 
primarily infrastructure and utility components. Beyond 
that they believe they will eventually move into vertical 
business categories to provide more valuable business 
components. This will be driven by customer demand 
– as is their current catalog. Not surprisingly TopCoder 
expect financial services to be one of the initial vertical 
markets.

Component Description Base Components used

MathML Library MathML is the new standard for machine to machine interpretation of 
mathematical functions. Functions include conversion of MathML to 
industry standard SVG, and interfaces with math expression evaluator to 
evaluate MathML expressions. 

Math Expression Evaluator

Messenger 
Framework

Defines a pluggable framework to abstract the details of creating and 
sending various message types. The framework provides an API to 
access multiple messaging implementations. Examples include: Sending 
a message to a specific phone type or service, sending email, sending 
text messages (both instant messages and phone messages), or sending 
a message to a pager.

Configuration Manager
Email Engine
Logging Wrapper

Security Manager Provide a reusable set of functionality to support needs such as 
applications requiring authentication and user security to restrict access. 
Functionality includes

• Stores, updates and retrieves security information.
• Implements authentication and permissions at user, group or 

role level, allowing for custom permissions per application.
• Restricts data access and application functionality based on 

security policy. 

Configuration Manager
ID Generator

ID Generator The ID Generator component provides high performance key generation 
services. It generates unique long IDs while minimizing both network and 
database overhead.

None

Table 2: Example Components

1 CBDI Component Based Development Report – http://www.cbdiforum.com/bronze/cbdguide/cbdguidereg.php3
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However, this is not as easy as it seems. Firstly they 
must attract developers with knowledge of the relevant 
business domain (which is less likely to be students), 
and secondly customers – although organizations 
in the same business domain can often have quite 
different requirements for their business components 
because of the different internal business processes 
and organizational structure. Finally, we expect that 
TopCoder might have to put more rigor into their 
component specification documents in order to cater for 
the more complex demands that business components 
will bring in terms of expressing pre/post conditions for 
example, or to accommodate the context of business 
process. TopCoder should consider gradually working 
their way up the component value chain, starting first with 
common business components supporting horizontal 
business domains and universal business concepts that 
have broad appeal.

TopCoder is also looking at building tool plug-ins for 
IDE’s such as Eclipse, Borland and BEA workshop.

TopCoder members receive royalties on the revenue 
generated from the licensing of components. The total 
royalty pool is calculated quarterly and is equal to 10% 
of component license revenue, currently generated 
from subscriptions to the component catalogs. Each 
component’s royalty is calculated as the total royalty 
pool divided by the number of components in the catalog 
as of the end of the quarter. Then the individual members 
receive a portion of the component’s royalty according 
to a set schedule.

Conclusions
TopCoder has built a unique business model that works 
well that harnesses the developer community, and 
delivers high quality components at reasonable cost to 
its corporate customers. Enterprise customers include 

well known brand such as Borders, Philip Morris, and 
Talbots.

It appeals to a similar audience to open source projects, 
except that developers get paid. TopCoder believes 
the very good developers can make a lot of money 
and some are effectively working full time building for 
TopCoder. Others learn in the process as all submissions 
get full evaluation and feedback via the scorecards. 
Interestingly, they believe their best developers can be 
10 more productive than the average.

TopCoder’s component catalog contrasts well with other 
commercial catalogs. Though they all use a disparate 
world-wide resource of developers, TopCoder’s process 
ensures consistency and quality by being involved in 
the whole manufacturing and QA process, not just the 
distribution. Their approach is much closer to the vision 
of CBD recognizing it is more about best practice in 
process and design, not just stacking unrelated black 
box widgets on the shelf.

As such TopCoder is more likely to deliver on the 
promise of a commercial market in pluggable, 
reusable, components. That said, our experience is that 
customers are really waiting for the higher value business 
components, and despite the hurdles we raised earlier 
TopCoder should consider moving into this market as 
soon as possible.

Links
TopCoder –
http://www.topcoder.com

Poseidon for UML –
http://www.gentleware.com

JUnit –
http://www.junit.org/index.htm
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